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Abstract. We present precise measurements of the assembly bias of dark matter halos, i.e. the
dependence of halo bias on other properties than the mass, using curved “separate universe”
N-body simulations which effectively incorporate an infinite-wavelength matter overdensity
into the background density. This method measures the LIMD (local-in-matter-density) bias
parameters bn in the large-scale limit. We focus on the dependence of the first two Eulerian
biases bE1 and bE2 on four halo properties: the concentration, spin, mass accretion rate, and
ellipticity. We quantitatively compare our results with previous works in which assembly
bias was measured on fairly small scales. Despite this difference, our findings are in good
agreement with previous results. We also look at the joint dependence of bias on two halo
properties in addition to the mass. Finally, using the excursion set peaks model, we attempt
to shed new insights on how assembly bias arises in this analytical model.
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1 Introduction

The large-scale distribution of dark matter halos is one of the key ingredients of the theoret-
ical description of large-scale structure (LSS). Since most observed tracers of LSS, such as
galaxies, reside in halos, the statistics of halos determine those of galaxies on large scales. In
the context of perturbation theory, the statistics of halos are written in terms of bias param-
eters multiplying operators constructed out of the matter density field (see [1] for a recent
review). The most well-studied and phenomenologically most important bias parameters on
large scales are those multiplying powers of the matter density field, i.e.

δh(x, τ) ⊃ bE1 (τ)δρ(x, τ) +
1

2
bE2 (τ)δ2

ρ(x, τ) +
1

6
bE3 (τ)δ3

ρ(x, τ) + · · · , (1.1)

where δh is the fractional number density perturbation of a given halo sample, while δρ is
the matter density perturbation. More precisely, the powers of δρ should be understood as
renormalized operators [2–4]. Following the terminology proposed in [1], we refer to the bEn as
local-in-matter-density, or LIMD, bias parameters. Here and in the following the superscript
E stands for Eulerian and means that we focus on the bias parameters at late time.

These bias parameters were commonly thought to depend only on the redshift and
mass of the considered halo population, implying that the clustering of dark matter halos is
unaffected by the halo environment. This is a central result from basic analytical models for
the clustering of matter, such as the excursion set with uncorrelated steps and a constant
barrier ([5–7]). Furthermore, it is a central assumption in several (semi-)analytical models for
halo and galaxy statistics, such as the halo occupation distribution (HOD) model (e.g. [8–11]
and references therein). In the last decade however, several studies showed that such a model
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of halo biasing is too simplistic and that halo bias, and more generally halo formation, depend
on several other halo properties affected by the halo environment (see for instance [12–23]
and references therein). This phenomenon is now known as assembly bias.

Using the so-called marked correlations technique, ref. [12] were the first to show that
halo formation depends on the halo environment, which provided the first indirect evidence
of assembly bias. Shortly after, ref. [13] presented the first direct measurements of this effect.
They looked at the dependence of halo bias on the halo formation time, parametrized as the
redshift at which the main halo progenitor had assembled half of the total final halo mass.
Using the upper and lower tails of the formation time distribution to create two subsamples
of their total population, they found clear evidence for assembly bias, with older halos being
more clustered than average and younger halos less clustered. Later on, ref. [15] (referred to
as W06 in the following) studied assembly bias as a function of concentration. Since then,
numerous works, using numerical simulations, have studied and found assembly bias as a
function of various halo properties in addition to formation time and concentration, such
as spin, shape, substructure content or mass accretion rate. One thing that quickly became
clear is that possible correlations between two halo properties are not sufficient to explain the
change in clustering observed with respect to these quantities. The most stringent example
for that is the fact that there exists a mass range (roughly between M? and 5M?, where M?

is the typical mass of halos that just collapsed today) where older halos are more clustered
but more concentrated halos are less clustered ([14, 16]) although the halo formation time-
concentration relation indicates that older halos are more concentrated ([24–26]). In this
context, [17] suggested that there may be a more fundamental parameter governing halo
clustering. Since then, many papers studied the dependence of halo properties as a function
of their environment and formation time (see [27–29] for recent works). Despite the efforts in
this direction, a fully consistent picture explaining the physical mechanisms behind assembly
bias and which halo properties govern it is still lacking to this day.

Halo assembly bias is not only studied in simulations. Indeed, several studies claimed
to have observed assembly bias on galaxy scales (see for instance [30–32]). However, some of
these claims were re-investigated by further studies without clear evidence for assembly bias
([33]). More recently, [22, 23] presented the first evidence for assembly bias on galaxy cluster
scales, using the mean projected cluster-centric distance of member galaxies as a proxy for
galactic concentration. The level of assembly bias found by these studies however signifi-
cantly exceeds the level expected in ΛCDM and was hence in turn re-investigated by [34]
who concluded that the signal found in [22, 23] was due to projection effects. Their results
for assembly bias on cluster scales are consistent with zero. Finally, [35] used the so-called
decorated HOD to put constraints on the level of assembly bias in SDSS DR7 galaxy cluster-
ing. While they did not give quantitative results for assembly bias, their study suggests that
it is indeed present, especially near the lower luminosity threshold of the sample they study.

Assembly bias is a crucial ingredient in models of the galaxy-halo connection, such as
HOD and abundance matching techniques, since a given galaxy sample could preferentially
reside in halos with particular properties. Ref. [36] estimated the potential for assembly
bias to induce systematic errors in inferred halo occupation statistics. Since then, several
studies have introduced improvements of the HOD model (the so-called decorated HOD, [37])
and abundance matching techniques [38, 39] to include assembly bias. It is important to
emphasize however, that the complete perturbative bias expansion automatically takes into
account assembly bias if all necessary terms are included (see section 9.2 of [1]).
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The goal of this paper is to measure halo assembly bias in bE1 and bE2 from simulations
using a recently introduced technique, the separate universe simulations [40–44]. This strictly
yields the bias parameters in the large-scale limit, i.e. without nonlinear corrections. In
the separate universe approach, a long-wavelength density perturbation is included in an N-
body simulation by changing the cosmological parameters, in particular Ωm, ΩΛ, ΩK and H0,
from their fiducial values, and running the simulation to a different scale factor. As argued
in [4, 45, 46], the (renormalized) LIMD bias parameters defined in eq. (1.1) correspond to the
response of the halo abundance, n̄h, to a long-wavelength density perturbation, equivalent
to a change in the background density, ρ̄,

bEn (M) =
ρ̄n

n̄h(M)

∂nn̄h(M)

∂ρ̄n
. (1.2)

This can be understood as an exact formulation of the peak-background split (PBS) [7, 47].
Thus, the bEn can be measured through the mass function of halos in a suite of separate
universe simulations.

The change in the background density is expected to also affect the distribution of other
halo properties, such as the halo concentration, formation time, and so on. Hence, by further
binning halos in a given mass range [M,M + dM ] with respect to another quantity, one
can measure assembly bias in the same fashion as the standard LIMD bias parameters, with
eq. (1.2) becoming

bEn (M,p) =
ρ̄n

n̄h(M,p)

∂nn̄h(M,p)

∂ρ̄n
, (1.3)

where p denotes any halo property other than its mass. In this work, we focus on four halo
properties: the concentration, the spin, the shape and the average mass accretion rate on a
redshift interval ∆z = 0.5. The same technique was applied very recently by [48] to measure
large-scale halo assembly bias with respect to concentration. We then attempt to reproduce
the assembly bias in a property p by using the assembly bias measured for another property
p̃, and using the mean relation p(p̃) between these two quantities. We also measure assembly
bias with respect to two halo properties, bEn (M,p1, p2).

Assembly bias naturally arises in analytical models that go beyond the Markovian ex-
cursion set with a constant barrier (e.g. [49, 50]). Hence we also use the so-called excursion
set peaks approach (hereafter ESP) [51, 52] to investigate how assembly bias emerges in this
analytical model of halo clustering, and to compare with the measurements.

We adopt the same fiducial cosmology as in [53], i.e. a flat ΛCDM cosmology with
Ωm = 0.27, h = 0.7, Ωbh

2 = 0.023 and As = 2.2 · 10−9. This paper is organised as follows:
in section 2 we review some aspect of the ESP and show how assembly bias appears in this
model. In section 3 we describe our simulations and how to measure assembly bias from
them. We present and discuss our results in section 4. We conclude in section 5.

2 Theory predictions

The objective of this section is to give a qualitative theoretical understanding of some as-
pects of assembly bias. To do so, we use the excursion set peaks (ESP) model described
in [51, 52]. The model assumes that halos of a given mass M at redshift z are in one-to-
one correspondence with peaks of critical height in the linear density field smoothed with a
spherical top-hat filter of volume V = 4πR3

TH/3 = M/ρ̄. The height of the peak needs to
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match the critical overdensity

BESP = δc/D(z) + β σ(M) , (2.1)

where δc = 1.686 is the critical overdensity for spherical collapse, σ(M) the square root of
the variance of the overdensity field δ smoothed on some scale corresponding to mass M , and
D(z) is the linear growth of matter perturbations,1 normalized so that D(0) = 1. In addition,
the model requires that the height of the peak point becomes subcritical when smoothed on
slightly larger scales.

The coefficient β is an empirical effective parameter that describes the scatter of proto-
halo densities around δc measured in simulations [55]. As such, it parametrizes our ignorance
of how the model of collapse depends on additional variables other than the peak overdensity.
Since the first corrections to spherical collapse come from the tidal shear, β can be thought
of as quantifying the amount of shear acting on the initial protohalo patch ([56]). In the el-
lipsoidal collapse approximation [57], the tidal field deforms initially spherical perturbations
into ellipsoids, and the halo forms when the longest axis (having the slowest infall) recol-
lapses. Since one has to wait for the infall of the slowest axis, the effect of tidal shear slows
down collapse.2 Equivalently, sheared initial overdensities need to be larger than unsheared
ones in order to form halos at the same time. The stochastic character of the shear field leads
to a stochastic barrier with a linear dependence in σ(M) like eq. (2.1) [60]. The ESP model
assumes that β is a stochastic variable with mean 〈β〉 = 0.5 and variance 〈β2〉− 〈β〉2 = 0.25,
which follows a lognormal distribution. These values are simply fitted to reproduce the mass
function from N-body simulations, and there is no strong direct evidence in favour of a log-
normal distribution (other than that β should be positive). However, the predicted linear
and quadratic bias coefficients are also in good agreement with simulations results, which
provides a non-trivial check of the consistency of the model.

The mean abundance of halos as a function of ν = δc/σ(M) is proportional to the
multiplicity function

f(ν, β) =
V

V∗

e−(ν+β)2/2

√
2π

∫ ∞

γβ
dx
x− γβ
γν

F (x)N
(
x− γ(ν + β),

√
1− γ2

)
, (2.2)

where x ≡ −∇2δ/〈(∇2δ)2〉 − γβ is the normalized peak curvature, γ ≡ 〈xδ〉/σ is its cross-
correlation with the normalized height, F (x) is the peak curvature function (eq. (A15) of [61])
and N (X,σ) denotes a Gaussian distribution for X with zero mean and variance σ2. The
peak volume V∗ is defined as V∗ ≡ (6πσ2

1G/σ
2
2G)3/2, where σ2

1G and σ2
1G are the variances of

the gradient and of the Hessian of the density field respectively, smoothed with a Gaussian
filter on a scale RG ' 0.46RTH. The large-scale Lagrangian bias parameters at fixed β can
then be obtained by differentiating (dν/dM)f(ν, β) ∝ νf(ν, β):

bLn(ν, β) =
(−1)n

νf(ν, β)σn
∂n [νf(ν, β)]

∂νn
, (2.3)

1Importantly, upcrossing of the ESP barrier should be thought of as upcrossing of the spherical collapse
barrier δc by the process δ(σ) − βσ, which is linear in the density field (see for instance [54]). Therefore, it
is only δc that should be divided by D(z) to account for linear evolution. However, the term βσ in BESP

still has some redshift dependence because σ = σ(M(z)), which will become important later. We thank Ravi
Sheth for pointing this out.

2See however [58, 59] for a different interpretation of the role of shear in halo formation.
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Figure 1. bE1 and brel1 ≡ bE1 (ν, β)/bE1 (ν) as a function of the β parameter, for three different halo
masses. Although β simply quantifies the scatter of the initial density protohalos, and has no direct
physical meaning, it is usually thought to correlate with the amount of tidal shear on the protohalo
patch. In the left panel, dashed lines show the linear approximation bE1 (ν, β) = bE1 (ν, 0) + (2/3)βν.

which is equivalent to crosscorrelating with Hermite polynomials as defined in [52], while the
marginalized bias parameters are obtained by differentiating the marginalized multiplicity
νf(ν) =

∫
dβp(β)νf(ν, β) as

bLn(ν) =
(−1)n

νf(ν)σn
∂n [νf(ν)]

∂νn
. (2.4)

The dependence of the absolute and relative Eulerian bias parameter bE1 (νβ) and brel
1 ≡

bE1 (ν, β)/bE1 (ν) on β is shown in figure 1. For all values of ν, that is for all masses, bias grows
nearly linearly with β, that is halos with large β are more biased. For practical purposes,
the dependence is well approximated by

bE1 (ν, β) = 1 + bL1 (ν, β) ' bE1 (ν, 0) +
2

3
βν , (2.5)

as the dashed lines in figure 1 demonstrate.
Unfortunately, although β carries a signal of assembly bias, it is not easy to relate it to

halo properties that can be measured directly in simulations. In order to get some quantita-
tive information we thus take a phenomenological approach and average only over the upper
and lower quartiles of the distribution p(β): this would quantify the amount of assembly bias
obtained in terms of some final halo property that correlates perfectly with β. The results
are shown in figure 2. As β correlates with the shear strength, it would be natural to com-
pare it with measurements of quantities describing the anisotropy of the final halo, like those
presented in [20], and in particular their anisotropy of the velocity dispersion. Comparison
of the results shows the same qualitative trends and a good quantitative agreement overall.
We note however that β plays the opposite role of the various anisotropy parameters studied
by [20]: while strongly biased protohalos with large β correlate with highly sheared config-
urations with large ellipticity, the more strongly biased subsamples in [20] seem to correlate
with more spherical final configurations. Nevertheless, this is only an apparent contradiction,
because there is no model that relates β (nor the initial amount of shear) to properties of
the final halos.

The second quantity that is known to give assembly bias in excursion sets with correlated
steps (and therefore also in the ESP model) is the slope of the excursion set trajectory, which
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Figure 2. bE1 and brel1 as a function of halo mass, averaged over all values of the β parameter (red
curve), and over the upper and lower quartile in β only (blue and green curve respectively).

is strongly correlated with the peak curvature x. The observable property that can be
naturally associated with x is halo concentration. Large values of x correspond to steep
initial profiles and thus to halos that assemble most of their mass early, being therefore more
concentrated. On the other hand, since a steeper slope implies a lower large-scale Lagrangian
density, highly concentrated halos are expected to be less biased [19, 62]. This effect will be
however slightly blurred in ESP by the simultaneous scatter in the barrier height.

Another halo property that can be easily accommodated within the excursion set frame-
work is the mass accretion history [6]. For excursion sets with correlated steps [50], this leads
to a statistically well-defined relation between the slope of the excursion set trajectories and
the mass accretion rate. As each halo corresponds to one trajectory δ(σ), where δ varies as
a function of the volume of the smoothing around the protohalo center, the mass assembly
history can be inferred solving the implicit equation

δc
D(z)

= δ[σ(M)]− βσ(M) , (2.6)

for M(z) on the right-hand side. Differentiating with respect to z and then setting z = 0
gives

dM

dz
= −δc

[(
dδ

dσ
− β

)
dσ

dM

]−1 dD

dz
, (2.7)

at fixed M and β, with dδ/dσ > β from the upcrossing condition. As the normalized
slope correlates very strongly with the peak curvature x (the two are actually identical for a
Gaussian filter), this relation can be written as

γν

x− γβ =

∣∣∣∣
d log σ

d logM

∣∣∣∣
1

M

dM/dz

dD/dz
≡ α , (2.8)
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Figure 3. bE1 and brel1 as a function of the theoretical mass accretion rate M−1|dM/dz| for several
halo masses.

where α is proportional to the accretion rate. We notice that, since dD/dz < 0, the upcrossing
condition x > γβ restricts dM/dz to negative values only, consistently with the fact that by
construction excursion sets halos can only increase their mass.

Inserting a Dirac delta δD(x−γβ−γν/α) in eq. (2.2) allows us to write the multiplicity
function at fixed accretion rate as

νf(ν, α) =
V

V∗

νe−ν
2/2Σ2

√
2πα2(1− γ2)

∫
dβ p(β)F (γβ + γν/α)

e−(ν+β)2/2

√
2π

, (2.9)

where Σ2 ≡ α2(1−γ2)/[γ2(1−α)2], and the accretion rate M−1|dM/dz| only enters through α
(whose residual dependence onM is rather weak). Crucially, in this expression the conditional
distribution for x given ν + β that appeared in eq. (2.2) no longer depends on β and comes
out of the integral. Differentiating this expression with respect to ν, as described in eq. (2.3),
gives the Lagrangian bias coefficients bLn(ν,M−1|dM/dz|) and allows one to evaluate their
explicit dependence on the accretion rate. The first coefficient is

bL1 (ν, α) =
H2(ν/Σ)

νσ
+
〈[H1(ν + β)F − (γ/α)F ′]〉ν

〈F 〉ν σ
, (2.10)

where F ′(γβ + γν/α) is the derivative of F with respect to its argument, Hn is the n-th
order Hermite polynomial, and we used the notation 〈. . .〉ν ≡

∫
dβ . . . p(β)e−(ν+β)2/2/

√
2π.

Since Σ ∝ α, the first term in eq. (2.10) grows as 1/α2 in the limit of small accretion rate.
Conversely, since F (x) ∼ x3 for large values of its argument, the second term remains finite.
Thus, the linear bias scales as

bE1 (ν, α) ∼ Γ2

α2σ
ν , (2.11)

in the small-α limit. Furthermore, as this term does not contain p(β), we expect this effect
to be rather model independent.

The full results are displayed in figure 3, showing that, at fixed mass, halo bias is indeed
a decreasing function of accretion rate. Furthermore, the scaling eq. (2.11) of the bias in
the low-accretion-rate limit is a rather general feature that does not depend on the form
of p(β) nor of the barrier. While accretion rate is often thought to play the same role as
concentration, we see that this is actually not the case. A more accurate interpretation is then
that slow accretion means that x−γβ = γν/α must be much higher than, but proportional to,
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Name Np L [h−1Mpc] Realisations

lowres 2563 500 64

midres 5123 500 16

highres 5123 250 8

Table 1. Properties of the simulations sets. Np specifies the total number of particle and L the
comoving box size in one dimension.

its expected value γν: these halos are unlikely to climb such a steep density gradient relative
to the barrier, and tend to be in the exponential tail of the conditional mass function. As
such, their relative abundance is thus significantly more sensitive to a small change of the
large-scale density (just like high-mass halos in the tail of the unconditional mass function
are). Steep slope (relative to the barrier) thus means large bias. The same qualitative effect,
though much milder, should be expected for halos with very high accretion rates.

3 Assembly bias from separate universe simulations

3.1 Separate universe simulations and halo finding

In this section, we briefly describe the characteristics of our sets of simulations and the halo
finding procedure. We refer the reader to [53, 63] for more details.

Our results are based on the suite of separate universe simulations described in [44, 63],
performed using the cosmological code GADGET-2 [64]. The idea of the separate universe
simulations is that a uniform matter overdensity δρ of a scale larger than the simulation box
can be absorbed in the background density ρ̃ of a modified cosmology simulation (throughout
the whole paper, quantities in modified cosmologies will be denoted with a tilde), where

ρ̃(t) = ρ(t) [1 + δρ(t)] , (3.1)

with ρ the mean matter density in a simulation with no overdensity (which we call the fiducial
cosmology). Indeed, a uniform density can only be included in this way, since the Poisson
equation for the potential enforces a vanishing mean density perturbation over the entire box.
Thus one can understand a simulation with a constant overdensity δρ as a separate universe
simulation with a properly modified cosmology. Qualitatively, a positive overdensity causes
slower expansion and enhances the growth of structure, i.e. more halos, whereas a negative one
will have the opposite effect. The precise mapping of δρ to modified cosmological parameters
is described in [44]. Crucially, we work to fully nonlinear order in δρ(t).

We use three sets of simulations denoted by “lowres”, “midres” and “highres” through-
out the paper. The parameters of the three sets are summarized in table 1. For all sets, we
run the fiducial cosmology, i.e. δρ = 0, and simulations with values of δρ corresponding to δL
= {±0.5, ±0.4, +0.35, ±0.3, +0.25, ±0.2, +0.15, ±0.1, ±0.07, ±0.05, ±0.02, ±0.01}, where
δL is the present-day linearly extrapolated matter density contrast. The comoving box size
in the modified cosmology simulations is adjusted to match that in the fiducial cosmology.
Hence, in the high redshift limit (z →∞ for which δρ → 0) the physical size of the box is the
same for all simulations whereas at the present time (z = 0 in the fiducial cosmology) the
physical size of the simulation box varies with δρ. However, this choice of the box size has
the advantage that the physical mass resolution is the same within each set of simulations
regardless of the simulated overdensity. The mass resolution is mp = 5.6 · 1011h−1M� in the
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“lowres” set of simulations, mp = 7·1010h−1M� in the “midres” one and mp = 8.8·109h−1M�
in the “highres” one. Furthermore, for the “lowres” set of simulation, we ran 64 realizations
of the entire set of δL values. For the “midres” and “highres” ones we ran only 16 and 8,
respectively, realizations of each δL value as they are more costly in terms of computation
time. Each simulation was initialized using 2LPT at zi = 49.

The halos were identified using the Amiga Halo Finder (hereafter AHF) [65, 66], which
identifies halos with a spherical overdensity (SO) algorithm. We identify halos at a fixed
proper time corresponding to z = 0 in the fiducial cosmology. In this paper, we only use
distinct halos and do not consider their sub-halos. Further, we will restrict to halos with at
least 500 particles within r200 (the radius corresponding to an overdensity of 200 with respect
to the background density) to ensure convergence of the halo properties considered, such as
concentration and ellipticity.

The key point in identifying halos with the spherical overdensity criterion is the setting
of the density threshold. We choose here a value of ∆SO = 200 times the background matter
density in the fiducial cosmology. Thus, our measured bias parameters are valid for this
specific halo definition. For the simulations with a different background density, the threshold
must be rescaled in order to compare halos identified using the same physical density in each
simulation. Specifically, we need to use

∆SO =
200

1 + δρ
. (3.2)

Finally, following [53], we do not remove unbound particles (i.e particles which are not
gravitationally bound to the halo they are located in) from halos. As argued in there, this
effect should be very small (of order 1% on the mass function).

3.2 Assembly bias

The assembly bias of dark matter halos is broadly defined as the dependence of the bias on
any other halo property than its mass. To study this effect we must thus first count halos in
mass bins. We choose top-hat mass bins given by

Wn(M,Mcenter) =

{
1 if |log(M)− log(Mcenter)| ≤ 0.225

0 otherwise,
(3.3)

where M is the mass (Mcenter corresponding to center of the bin) and log is the base 10
logarithm.

We count halos in five bins centred from log (Mcenter) = 12.875 to log (Mcenter) = 14.675.
We choose this fairly wide binning centred around quite high mass values (the typical mass of
collapsing object is given by log (M?) = 12.415 in our cosmology) to ensure keeping halos with
a minimum of 500 particles (this is important in order for quantities such as the halo concen-
tration to be well defined) and to have enough halos per mass bin to build robust statistics.
The highres set of simulations covers the four lowest mass bins, the midres one the three bins
centred from log (Mcenter) = 13.775 to log (Mcenter) = 14.675. We use only one mass bin cen-
tred around log (Mcenter) = 14.675 for the low resolution simulations. We perform a weighted
average of the results of various sets of simulations for the mass bins covered by more than one
set of simulations. Finally, we show results at the mean mass M̄ of a given bin calculated as

M̄ =

∫
Bin dmdn/dmm∫

Bin dm dn/dm
(3.4)
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where dn/dm is the halo mass function. Given the finite mass bin width, this can be numer-
ically important when comparing results with previous work or theoretical predictions.

We now turn to other halo properties. As stated in the introduction, by further subdi-
viding each mass bin with respect to one more quantity, we can evaluate the bias parameters
at fixed mass as a function of any property (i.e. the assembly bias) with eq. (1.3). To do this,
we closely follow the procedure outlined in [53], section 3.2. Specifically, we compute

δh(M,p, δL) =
Ñ(M,p, δL)−N(M,p)

N(M,p)
, (3.5)

with Ñ(M,p, δL) the number of halos in a mass bin centred around mass M and other
property bin centred around p in the presence of the linear overdensity δL and N(M,p) =
Ñ(M,p, δL = 0). Note that δh(M,p, δL) is the overdensity of halos in Lagrangian space as
the separate universe simulations have the same comoving rather than physical volume.

In order to obtain the Lagrangian bias parameters bLn , we then fit eq. (3.5) by

δh =

5∑

n=1

1

n!
bLn(δL)n , (3.6)

i.e. we fit a fifth order polynomial to the relation δh(δL). Ref. [53] studied the effect of the
degree of the polynomial on the results; as a rough rule, if one is interested in bLn , then one
should fit a polynomial up to order n+ 2 (see their appendix C). This procedure allows us to
read off the Lagrangian bias parameters as the best fit coefficients directly. We then derive
the Eulerian bias parameters bEn from the measured Lagrangian ones, for which the fitting
is more robust, using the exact nonlinear evolution of δρ ([7]; see appendix B of [53] for the
details of the mapping). In order to estimate the overall best-fit of and error bars on the bias
parameters, we follow the bootstrap technique outlined in [53].

We investigate the dependence of the halo bias on four halo properties: the concentration
cV , spin parameter λ, logarithmic mass accretion rate M−1dM/dz and shape s. The halo
concentration is quantified using the usual NFW concentration parameter cV measured as
in [67]. More specifically, AHF computes the ratio between the maximum of the circular
velocity Vmax and V200, the circular velocity at r200. For the case of the NFW halo profile,
this ratio is given by

Vmax

V200
=

(
0.216 cV
f(cV )

)1/2

, (3.7)

where f(cV ) is given by

f(cV ) = ln(1 + cV )− cV
1 + cV

. (3.8)

Computing cV from the circular velocity at two different radii is hence straightforward.
However, as we will see, this way of inferring the concentration is not as robust as a proper
fit of the halo density profile. For the halo spin, we use the spin parameter as defined in [68]

λ =
|J|√

2MV r200

, (3.9)

where the angular momentum J, the mass M and the circular velocity V are evaluated at
position r200. Using the AHF MergerTree code, we also compute the mass accretion rate
between z = 0.5 and z = 0 normalized to the final halo mass

1

M

dM

dz
≡ 1

M(z = 0)

M(z = 0)−M(z = 0.5)

|∆z| , (3.10)
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for |∆z| = 0.5. We choose this redshift interval to ensure that we have a corresponding time
interval greater than the dynamical time of a halo. In addition, we allow this quantity to be
negative by at maximum -1. This is to avoid considering extremely stripped low-mass halos
in the vicinity of a massive halo. As shown in appendix C, figure 21, this only removes a very
small fraction of halos and should not affect the results. Finally, following the work of [20],
we also measure the bias as function of halo shape given by

s =
c

a
, (3.11)

where a > b > c are the axes of the moment-of-inertia tensor of the halo particles.
For each mass bin, we divide halos into four bins for each of these quantities, determined

as the four quartiles of the distribution at fixed mass in the fiducial cosmology (i.e using all
64, 16 or 8 realisations). We determine the bins using the set of simulations providing the
most volume at the given mass bin. For the halo concentration, spin and shape, we follow
W06 and define

p′ =
ln(p/p̄)

σ(lnp)
, (3.12)

where p is the mean of cV , λ or s in a given quartile, p̄ is the mean in a given mass bin
and σ is the square root of the variance at fixed mass. The logarithm is not defined for the
logarithmic mass accretion rate as we allow for it to be negative or zero. We hence only
compute the difference from the mean of this quantity in each quartile.

4 Results and discussion

We now turn to our results. Section 4.1 presents the assembly bias in bE1 and bE2 as a
function of the four properties presented before and discusses these results. In section 4.2,
we present assembly bias in bE1 with respect to two halo properties. Finally, in order to
lighten the notation, we drop the mass argument in the bias parameters in the following when
unnecessary. It should be understood that all the relations we describe are at fixed mass.

4.1 Assembly bias as a function of halo concentration, spin, mass accretion rate
and shape

Figures 4–7 present results for bE1 and bE2 as a function of concentration cV , spin parame-
ter λ, shape s, and mass accretion rate M−1dM/dz, for our halo mass bins. The points
linked by solid lines on the left panels of these figures show the relative linear bias brel

1 =
bE1 (p|M) /bE1 (M) (where bE1 (M) is the Eulerian linear density bias coefficient as measured
in [53]). In addition, we present the reconstructed assembly bias with respect to property p1

using the assembly bias as a function of another property p2 and the mean relation p1(p2)
(these relations are presented in appendix B). Each time, we present curves for the best
(dashed curves) and worst (dotted curves) reconstruction. As can be expected from previous
works and as we will see, this reconstruction works very poorly in most cases. The right
panels of figures 4–7 show our measurements for bE2 . The color coding, indicating the mass,
is the same on each figure and for each set of curves.

Before getting into the detailed analysis of these figures, we would like to stress that,
although we will refer to low and high masses, one should keep in mind that all our results
are for masses above M?, and hence technically massive halos. Finally, as explained in
section 3.1, we used a spherical overdensity algorithm to identify halos. This most probably
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Figure 4. Left panel: linear assembly bias brel1 as a function of concentration for several mass bins
(indicated by the color code). The points linked by solid lines show our direct measurements from sep-
arate universe simulations. The errorbars show the 1σ bootstrap error. The dashed and dotted curves
show the reconstruction of these relations using figure 5 and figure 6 (respectively) and the mean rela-
tions presented in figure 13 and figure 14 (respectively) in appendix B. Right panel: Eulerian quadratic
bias as a function of concentration as measured in separate universe simulations for the same mass bins.

has an impact on our findings, but we do not investigate how they change if we used, e.g., a
friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm.

Throughout this section, we will quantitatively compare our results for the linear bias
with previous results from [14, 15, 20]. There are not many previous results for assembly
bias in higher order biases to compare with (see however [18, 48]), and we therefore do not
conduct any quantitative comparison for bE2 . When making the comparison for bE1 one should
keep in mind various differences in the way the analysis was conducted in this work and in
the previous ones.

The first and dominant difference are the scales on which the bias is measured. The three
aforementioned previous studies have estimated the halo bias through the real space 2-point
correlation function on scales much smaller than the ones considered in our work; refs. [14, 20]
use comoving scales from 6− 20 Mpc, while [15] use scales in the range 5− 10h−1Mpc. On
such small scales, nonlinear effects are relevant, so that their inferred linear bias bE1 does not
directly correspond to the (renormalized) bias parameter in the large-scale limit which we
measure here.

Secondly, [14, 20] use an FoF halo finder ([69]) while [15] use a variant of the bound
maxima algorithm ([70]). This could also have an important effect as it implies that we do
not study exactly the same objects. A final, though likely subdominant, difference is the use
of different background cosmologies in these studies.

The results for brel
1 as a function of concentration (left panel of figure 4) are in qualitative

agreement with previous studies (e.g. [14, 15]), i.e we find that for mass M > M?, more
concentrated halos are less clustered. This effect is strongest at intermediate mass (i.e around
log(M) = 13.75) and decreases monotonically for both higher and lower mass values. In
appendix A we quantitatively compare our results to the best fit of W06 (see figure 12). All
measurements are within a 1σ error region roughly inferred from their figure 4 (note however
that our 1σ error bars are much smaller than theirs). One thing to be noticed on figure 12
is that all our curves are convex, whereas W06’s curves become concave at high mass. This
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Figure 5. Same as figure 4 but for brel1 and bE2 as a function of the spin parameter λ.

effect is most probably due to the fact that we use the definition eq. (3.7) for the concentration
cV in our work, which is known to be a poor proxy for the concentration obtained from a full
profile fit as in W06, especially at high masses. Considering this as well as the differences
pointed out above, the overall agreement of our results with theirs is very satisfying.

We also inferred the assembly bias with respect to concentration using the assembly
bias with respect to spin parameter and shape (figure 5 and figure 6) and the mean relations
between cV and these quantities presented in figures 13–14 in appendix B. The reconstruction
using the spin λ gives the best results while the one using the shape s gives the worst (the
reconstruction using the mass accretion rate, not presented here for sake of clarity, lies
somewhere in between the two). Even though we did not expect this kind of reconstruction
to work, it is interesting to see to what degree they disagree with the direct measurements. In
the case of the shape, it is already clear from figure 6 and figure 14 that no good results could
be obtained since the assembly bias as a function of cV and s present opposite behaviours
but the cV (s) relation shows a monotonic increase of cV with s: more spherical halos (i.e.
with positive s′) have a higher concentration.

The results for bE2 as a function of concentration are presented in the right panel of
figure 4. We obtain a clear detection of assembly bias (especially at high mass) following
the same trend as for bE1 (this confirms the recent findings of [48], see their figure 10). The
fact that assembly bias in the nonlinear bias parameter bE2 follows the same trend as that in
bE1 could explain why our results agree with measurements from much smaller scales, which,
in the perturbative framework, measure a combination of the large-scale bias parameters bE1
and bE2 as well as other higher-order bias parameters.

Turning to brel
1 as a function of spin (figure 5), one sees that halos with more angular

momentum are also more clustered. It is interesting to see that the relation brel
1 (λ) seems to

be slightly less mass dependent than that in the concentration. This is also in reasonable
quantitative agreement with previous results [14], which is not self-evident given the various
differences in the way the respective analyses were conducted. The reconstructed curves
show that the reconstruction works best when using the concentration relations (figure 4 and
figure 15). These relations can actually almost reconstruct brel

1 (λ) correctly. This reflects the
fact that high spin parameter halos have a particle distribution extending further from the
halo center (leading to lower concentration), an effect that can be understood when consid-
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Figure 6. Same as figure 4 but for brel1 and bE2 as a function of the halo shape parametrized by
s = c/a the ratio of the smallest half axis of the inertia tensor to the largest one.
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Figure 7. Same as figure 4 but for brel1 and bE2 as a function of mass accretion rate.

ering the particle kinetic versus potential energy. On the other hand, the shape relations
again work the worst at reconstructing the relative bias as a function of spin. Clearly then,
the assembly bias of massive halos cannot be controlled by a single parameter beyond the
halo mass. While the relatively higher-biased population of halos with high spin is probably
roughly the same as that with low concentration, these halos do not correspond to those
higher-biased halos that are more spherical than average. The same argument applies to the
relatively less-biased populations, and is further supported by the fact that cV depends more
strongly on λ than s (see figures 13–14) and that the same behaviour can be observed for λ
as a function of cV and s (figures 15–16). The results for bE2 again show that assembly bias
is also present in this parameter. As for bE2 as a function of concentration, the effect goes in
the same way as for bE1 and seems more important at high mass.

The assembly bias with respect to halo shape is shown in figure 6. Once again we clearly
detect assembly bias in both bE1 and bE2 . More spherical halos (i.e. with positive s′) are more
clustered. For brel

1 this behaviour is milder for higher mass halos. These results are in good
quantitative agreement with the results from [20] (see their figure 1, top left panel). The
reconstructed curve for brel

1 from the mass accretion rate is in better agreement than the one
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from the spin, which could be expected from the fact that the shape works very poorly to
reconstruct the bias as a function of spin or concentration.

Finally, figure 7 shows the dependence of brel
1 and bE2 on the mass accretion rate. To our

knowledge, this is first time that assembly bias with respect to this quantity is measured.
The effect is mass dependent and seems to reverse around log(M) ≈ 14 in both brel

1 and
bE2 . Indeed, at high mass, halos accreting faster are more clustered whereas at low mass the
opposite effect is observed. This result is quite unexpected, especially at low mass. Indeed,
figures 17–18 show that halos with a higher mass accretion are less concentrated and have
higher angular momentum. Hence one would expect fast-accreting halos to be more clustered
(as is shown by the reconstructed curves for brel

1 , which all perform very poorly in this case).
Note that the high bias at low mass accretion rate and mass could be partly due to tidally
stripped halos (with negative mass accretion) in the vicinity of a much larger structure. As
their distribution by definition follows that of massive halos, they are highly biased and could
contaminate our low-mass-accretion-rate population, enhancing the increase of brel

1 and bE2 .
We discuss this effect in more detail in appendix C.

Ref. [19] measured the logarithmic derivative of the Lagrangian overdensity of halos with
respect to smoothing scale, d ln δ(M)/d lnM , which, as discussed in section 2, is the excursion
set proxy for the inverse of the mass accretion rate. It is difficult to compare our results in
figure 7 to their results, due to the nontrivial link of the Lagrangian slope d ln δ(M)/d lnM
with the late-time mass accretion rate estimated here. It seems however that the results for
the bias as a function of the Lagrangian slope are more closely related to those as a function
of the concentration. Indeed, a shallower slope corresponds to a lower concentration and
both yield a higher bias at high mass (see figure 10, middle panel of [19] and our figure 4).
The relation between the Lagrangian slope and the late-time mass accretion rate is more
complicated. In the context of ESP (or any other model based on excursion sets), this can
be seen from the fact that one needs to consider the logarithmic slope as a proxy of mass
accretion rate, which constrains the ratio of ν and slope, rather than the slope alone. This
introduces a nontrivial dependence of f(ν, α) on ν [eq. (2.9)] and prevents us from identifying
the population of halos with a shallow Lagragian slope with that of halos having a higher
late-time mass accretion rate. We can also compare our measurements with the theoretical
prediction of the ESP on the right panel of figure 3. The ESP predicts a strong decrease
of brel

1 at low mass accretion rates with a plateau toward higher M−1dM/dz values at high
mass. This behaviour, that we expect to be rather model independent, is qualitatively what
we see in our results, albeit only for low halo mass. The quantitative agreement is however
rather poor. This is likely to be a consequence of the many approximations occurring when
identifying, on a halo by halo basis, Lagrangian quantities in theoretical models like ESP
with final halo properties measured in simulations.

Using the interpretation of the ESP stochastic variable β as the large-scale shear field
around halos we can try to link our results with what was presented on the left panel of
figure 1. As already explained, in this picture, higher values of β are interpreted as higher
shear implying a higher halo ellipticity in Lagrangian space, i.e. in the initial conditions. The
way to relate β to any late-time quantities is not established yet. We can however see that
β seems to behave as the inverse of the shape factor s that we measured, as more spherical
halos have a higher bias value, which is also the case for higher β values. Results for assembly
bias with respect to several anisotropy parameters were presented in [20] and, as previously
stated, the behaviour in β predicted from the ESP is inverse to all these results. If our
interpretation of linking β to the initial halo shape is correct, this would mean that, at all
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Figure 8. brel1 as a function of halo spin parameter and concentration for the highest and lowest mass
bins. A white cell corresponds to brel1 = 1.

masses considered here, more elliptical halos (than average) in the initial conditions tend to
end up as more spherical than average at final time. This is unexpected and clearly warrants
further investigation.

Regarding bE3 , our simulations do not allow for a clean detection of assembly bias, al-
though evidence is seen for an assembly bias in bE3 with respect to each halo property. In con-
trast to the results for the quadratic bias, there are indications that the effect does not always
go in the same direction as for bE1 , although this result is not highly significant statistically.

4.2 Assembly bias with respect to two halo properties

This section presents results for the linear relative bias parameter as a function of two halo
properties. We focus on brel

1 (c,dM/dz), brel
1 (c, λ), brel

1 (c, s) and brel
1 (s, λ). The results are

presented in figures 8–11. The x and y axes represent the two halo properties, while the
color coding shows the amplitude of brel

1 (p1, p2) with red bins corresponding to higher relative
bias and blue bins to lower bias. Each time we only show the lowest and highest mass bins.
We verified that the evolution of brel

1 (p1, p2) with the halo mass in each bin is essentially
monotonic which makes the presentation of results at intermediate mass unnecessary. The
main idea when looking at these plots is to see whether the assembly bias as a function of one
property changes when another halo property is also specified. We stress that the procedure
to obtain these plots is the same as to obtain figures 4–7 except that after binning in p1 we
further compute quartiles of the distribution of the property p2 conditioned on p1 and M .
We can then compute the assembly bias using eq. (3.5), where the halo number now depends
on two halo properties in addition to the mass.

Figure 8 presents the dependence of the bias on concentration and spin. As expected
from previous results, the bias is maximum at low concentration and high spin parameter, and
minimum at high concentration and low angular momentum in both mass bins. Furthermore,
the increase in brel

1 with λ is still observed at all mass and concentration. The behaviour of
the bias with concentration at all mass and spin is also in agreement with what is shown on
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figure 4. Evidence of a reversal of the trend of brel
1 (c) at low mass compared to high mass

can be seen, especially for the two intermediate spin parameter values.

Moving to figure 9, one can see that the bias is maximum at low concentration and low
mass accretion and minimum for high concentration and high mass accretion, with a mild
dependence on M−1dM/dz at all concentration and mass. Once again this is expected from
the results of the previous section (figure 4 and figure 7). The dependence of the linear bias
on concentration seems slightly enhanced with respect to figure 4 and figure 8. The effect is
most visible in the lowest mass bin where a clear decrease of brel

1 with cV can be observed,
instead of the expected plateauing.
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Figure 11. brel1 as a function of spin parameter and shape for the lowest and highest mass bins. A
white cell corresponds to brel1 = 1.

Figure 10 shows results for brel
1 (s, c). More spherical and less concentrated halos are

more clustered and the opposite behaviour is visible for ellipsoidal, less concentrated halos.
In addition to these already known relations of halo bias with cV and s (figure 4 and figure 6),
an interesting effect shown on our plot is that, in the lowest mass bin, the dependence of halo
bias on concentration is stronger at low s (more elliptical halos) than high s. Equivalently,
the opposite is true for brel

1 (s) with the dependence being stronger at high cV at all masses.
We have observed this behaviour in all mass bins except the highest one.

Finally, figure 11 presents results for the relative bias as a function of halo shape and
spin parameter. As is again expected from previous results, more spherical halos with higher
angular momentum are more clustered than low-spin, more elliptical ones. The dependence of
the bias on s is enhanced at fixed spin parameter with respect to figure 6. This enhancement
is stronger at low mass and low spin parameter.

To summarize this section, the joint dependence of bias on two properties at fixed mass
is in broad agreement with what was found for the dependence on one property at a time
in the previous section (figures 4–7). Specifying an extra halo property does not change the
general trend of brel

1 with another quantity but sometimes enhances the effect. When it comes
to halo shape, this enhancement is more important for elliptical halos than for spherical ones.
This would mean that assembly bias with respect to one halo property is at best only mildly
correlated with assembly bias with respect to to another halo property. In addition, as already
established in the previous section, knowing the assembly bias as a function of one of the two
properties in these figures and the mean relation between the two properties would not be
enough to fully reconstruct these two dimensional plots. We do not see any clear evidence
against the separability of brel

1 (p1, p2) into two independent functions g(p1) and h(p2). We
however have not ruled this out rigorously as this would require a careful statistical analysis.
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5 Conclusions

We have presented new measurements of the assembly bias of dark matter halos using separate
universe simulations. Before drawing our conclusions and outlook, we recap the main points
of our results:

• The separate universe approach allows us to measure the assembly bias precisely in the
large-scale limit, in contrast with previous studies, almost all of which used the halo
correlation function on scales of 20h−1Mpc or less. Strictly speaking, these are the
renormalized biases that enter the perturbation theory prediction for large-scale halo
n-point functions.

• We have obtained the first measurements of large-scale assembly bias in bE2 (see also [48],
who recently measured bE2 (c) using the same technique). The trends in bE2 are the same
as those in bE1 for all halo properties and at all masses.

• We present the first measurements of assembly bias with respect to the late-time mass
accretion rate.

• We present the first measurements of assembly bias with respect to two halo properties
simultaneously.

Concerning our results for the linear bias, we found good agreement overall with previous
works, where available, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The good quantitative agree-
ment was quite surprising since the scales considered are quite different. However, this could
be due to the fact that the trends in bE2 go in the same direction as those in bE1 for all halo
properties. In addition, our error bars are much smaller than previous ones (e.g. figure 12).
This shows again the power of the separate universe technique already highlighted in [53].

Another important result was the obvious impossibility to reconstruct the relative linear
bias as a function of property p1 using the assembly bias with respect to another property
p2 and the relation p1(p2) (see figures 4–7). This was an already known fact. However, we
showed that some combinations work better than others. For example, λ and cV can be used
to roughly reconstruct the bias with respect to each other (at least qualitatively). The shape
s on the other hand works very poorly. We interpret this as the fact that highly biased halos
(at fixed mass) do not all belong to the same population. The populations of high angular
momentum and low concentration halos seem to have substantial overlap (which could be
due to a more extended mass distribution of a halo being associated with higher angular
momentum), but do not match the population of roughly spherical halos. To make the study
more complete, it would be interesting to conduct a principal component analysis (PCA)
such as the one presented in [71]. This however goes beyond the scope of this work.

The plots of assembly bias with respect to two halo properties (section 4.2) are in agree-
ment with what one could expect from the results of section 4.1, in the sense that specifying
an extra halo property does not change the general trend of brel

1 with another quantity. This
confirms that assembly bias with respect to one halo property is only mildly correlated with
assembly bias as a function of another one, as already shown by the reconstructed curves.
As we already stated, we do not see any evidence against the separability of brel

1 (p1, p2) into
two independent functions g(p1) and h(p2) although we did not do not prove this rigorously.

We also investigated how assembly bias can arise in the ESP model, studying the depen-
dence of the bias on the stochastic variable β and the mass accretion rate. A higher β implies
a higher threshold for collapse and hence a higher bias. We interpret this as the effect of
the initial shear making halos more elliptical. These halos then necessitate a higher internal
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density to collapse. However, we showed that linking this interpretation to late time halo
shape (or any other anisotropy parameters) is nontrivial, as the behaviour of the linear bias
as a function of β is inverse to the one with respect to final halo shape s. A more detailed
comparison is possible in case of the mass accretion rate. We found qualitative agreement
between the ESP prediction and our measurements, especially for lower halo masses. The
quantitative agreement is very poor at all masses, which is expected given that negative mass
accretion rates are impossible in the excursion set picture, while real halos clearly do show
mass loss (see appendix C).

Finally, significant interest has developed lately for looking at halo properties as a
function of their final environment (see e.g. [27, 28] and references therein) in order to shed
new lights on assembly bias. While this is certainly of crucial importance as the environment
of a halo drives its evolution and, hence, determines its internal final properties, it is not
clear that late-time environment variables (such as the shear or the position in the cosmic
web) are enough to fully explain assembly bias. As shown in e.g. [27], quantities such as the
initial shear can play an important role in halo formation. It would thus be interesting to
push investigations further in this direction in order to better link properties of protohalos,
as well as their environment, to late time evolution parameters. One open question that still
remains is to establish if a finite set of halo properties are sufficient to describe the assembly
bias of dark matter halos, and, if so, how many and what these properties are.
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A Comparison of bE1 with W06

This appendix presents a quantitative comparison of our results with the best fit of W06.
Figure 12 shows the Eulerian linear bias as a function of concentration for several mass bins.
The points linked by solid lines are the measurements from this work while the dashed curves
are the best fit of W06. The shaded regions represent an estimate of the 1σ errors on their
figure 4. As can be seen, our measurements are well within their error bars for all masses
but our 1σ errors are much smaller than theirs, showing once again the power of the separate
universe simulations technique to infer precise measurements of the large-scale dark matter
halo bias as already emphasized in [53]. See the main text of section 4.1 for a more detailed
discussion of this figure.

B Relations between halo properties

In this appendix, we present numerous plots of mean relations between two halo properties.
These relations are obtained from scatter plots by first binning in a halo property p1 (shown
on the x axes) using the same bins as for the main results (i.e quartiles of the total distribution
in the fiducial cosmology) and computing the mean of another property p2 (shown on the
y axes) in these bins. We use these plots to infer assembly bias with respect to p1 using
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Figure 12. Eulerian linear bias as a function of concentration for several mass bins (color coded as
on figures 4–7). The dotted lines and shaded areas represent the best fit from W06 and an estimation
of the corresponding 1σ error from their figure 4.
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Figure 13. Mean relation between halo concentration and spin for each mass bin. The color coding
follows the one in figures 4–7.

the assembly bias with respect to p2. As stated in the main text (section 4.1), the results
obtained in this way in general agree poorly with the direct measurements of assembly bias
with respect to p1. We tried to obtain theses relations by a direct fit of the full point cloud
but this did not make the agreement better, even qualitatively. This known failure shows
that none of the four halo properties considered are able to explain the entire assembly bias
phenomenon, for any of the mass bins considered here.
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Figure 14. Same as figure 13 but for the concentration as a function of shape.
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Figure 15. Same as figure 13 but for the spin parameter as a function of concentration.
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Figure 16. Same as figure 13 but for the spin parameter as a function of shape.
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Figure 17. Same as figure 13 but for the mass accretion rate as a function of spin parameter.
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Figure 18. Same as figure 13 but for the mass accretion rate as a function of concentration.
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Figure 19. Same as figure 13 but for the shape as a function of mass accretion rate.
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Figure 20. Same as figure 13 but for the shape as a function of spin parameter.
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Figure 21. Left panel: measured mass evolution of the normalized distribution of the mass accretion
rate of halos. The vertical black line represents our cut-off for maximal negative mass accretion. Right
panel: evolution of the normalized probability density function of the same quantity as predicted by
the ESP. One immediately sees that negative accretion rates are forbidden.

C Mass evolution of the mass accretion rate

Figure 21 presents the mass evolution of the mass accretion rate distribution from simulations
(left panel) and as predicted by the ESP (right panel). The color coding follows that of
figures 4–7. As one can see, the mass accretion rate monotonically increases with increasing
mass. In addition, we use this plot to justify our choice of putting a lower limit of -1 for
M−1dM/dz (vertical line). Indeed, this cut allows us to discard very negative mass accretion
rates without neglecting a large fraction of the distribution.

The reason we do not want to consider these halos to infer assembly bias as a function of
mass accretion rate is that they most likely correspond to strongly tidally stripped halos that
recently passed through a much larger halo without having merged yet. These satellite halos
hence lie in the vicinity of much larger structures with which they will eventually merge and
are wrongly identified as main structures by the halo finder. As their spatial distribution by
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definition follows that of high mass halos, they are highly clustered, which could artificially
enhance the effect of assembly bias.

Notice however that allowing for, albeit moderately, negative mass accretion rates rep-
resents a qualitative difference from the ESP which only allows for monotonically increasing
halo mass. This could clearly lead to disagreements between the theoretical prediction and
the measurements.
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